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A Nearly Normal Family M.T. Edvardsson 2019-06-25
"...A compulsively readable
tour de force." —The Wall
Street Journal New York Times
Book Review recommends M.T.
Edvardsson’s A Nearly Normal
Family and lauds it as a “pageturner” that forces the reader
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

to confront “the compromises
we make with ourselves to be
the people we believe our
beloveds expect.” (NYTimes
Book Review Summer Reading
Issue) M.T. Edvardsson’s A
Nearly Normal Family is a
gripping legal thriller that
forces the reader to consider:
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How far would you go to
protect the ones you love? In
this twisted narrative of love
and murder, a horrific crime
makes a seemingly normal
family question everything they
thought they knew about their
life—and one another.
Eighteen-year-old Stella
Sandell stands accused of the
brutal murder of a man almost
fifteen years her senior. She is
an ordinary teenager from an
upstanding local family. What
reason could she have to know
a shady businessman, let alone
to kill him? Stella’s father, a
pastor, and mother, a criminal
defense attorney, find their
moral compasses tested as they
defend their daughter, while
struggling to understand why
she is a suspect. Told in an
unusual three-part structure, A
Nearly Normal Family asks the
questions: How well do you
know your own children? How
far would you go to protect
them?
One Day in December - Josie
Silver 2020-11-10
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • “Get ready to
be swept up in a whirlwind
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

romance. It absolutely charmed
me.”—Reese Witherspoon (A
Reese Witherspoon Book Club
Pick) “The perfect book to get
lost in . . . Josie Silver’s
characters sneak their way into
your heart and stay.”—Jill
Santopolo, author of The Light
We Lost Two people. Ten
chances. One unforgettable
love story. Laurie is pretty sure
love at first sight doesn't exist
anywhere but the movies. But
then, through a misted-up bus
window one snowy December
day, she sees a man who she
knows instantly is the one.
Their eyes meet, there's a
moment of pure magic...and
then her bus drives away.
Certain they're fated to find
each other again, Laurie
spends a year scanning every
bus stop and cafe in London for
him. But she doesn't find him,
not when it matters anyway.
Instead they "reunite" at a
Christmas party, when her best
friend Sarah giddily introduces
her new boyfriend to Laurie.
It's Jack, the man from the bus.
It would be. What follows for
Laurie, Sarah and Jack is ten
years of friendship, heartbreak,
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missed opportunities, roads not
taken, and destinies
reconsidered. One Day in
December is a joyous,
heartwarming and immensely
moving love story to escape
into and a reminder that fate
takes inexplicable turns along
the route to happiness.
Decadent Dreams - Nicole
Garcia 2018-08-17
Nico My dreams haunt me. I
feel as if I am falling into a pit
of impending doom, but even
that has not prepared me for
the roller-coaster of emotions
that flood over me when I'm
near Phoenix. I have to keep
my distance from her. I need
to. It's the only thing I can do
to keep from getting hurt
again. Staying away from her
proves to be a much harder
task than I could have ever
imagined. She's not only my
assistant, she's half my age.
She gets under my skin and
irritates the shit out of me, yet,
one smile, one laugh, and I'm
melting into a puddle at her
feet. Falling in love with her is
a bad idea, a very bad idea
because she just may be the
one who breaks my heart for
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

good this time. Phoenix Nico is
my boss. He's demanding,
bitter, brooding, and a
downright bully at times. But,
all that doesn't deter me from
him at all because I can see the
kindness and compassion in his
eyes. I know the secret he's
keeping from everyone and
why he's so guarded with his
heart. I don't care about his
secret, nor do I care that he's
twice my age. What matters is
the undeniable attraction we
feel for each other. If only he
can just let go of the past and
see what's right in front of him
These Dreams - Nicole
Clarkston 2017-08-29
An Abandoned Bride A Missing
Man And a Dream that refuses
to die.... Pride and patriotism
lend fervor to greed and
cruelty, and Fitzwilliam Darcy
is caught at the centre of a
decades-old international feud.
Taken far from England,
presumed dead by his family,
and lost to all he holds dear,
only one name remains as his
beacon in the darkness:
Elizabeth. Georgiana Darcy is
now the heartbroken heiress to
Pemberley, and Colonel
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Fitzwilliam her bewildered
guardian. Vulnerable and
unprepared, Georgiana
desperately longs for a friend,
while Fitzwilliam seeks to
protect her from his own
family. As the conspiracy
around Darcy's death widens
and questions mount, Colonel
Fitzwilliam must confront his
own past. An impossible
dream, long ago sacrificed for
duty, may become his only
hope. Newly married Lydia
Wickham returns to
Longbourn- alone and under
mysterious circumstances.
Elizabeth Bennet watches one
sister suffer and another find
joy, while she lives her own
days in empty regrets over
what might have been.
Believing Darcy lost forever,
she closes her heart against
both pain and happiness, but
finds no escape from her
dreams of him.
Before We Were Strangers Renée Carlino 2015-08-18
From the USA TODAY
bestselling author of Sweet
Thing and Nowhere But Here
comes a love story about a
Craigslist “missed connection”
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

post that gives two people a
second chance at love fifteen
years after they were
separated in New York City. To
the Green-eyed Lovebird: We
met fifteen years ago, almost to
the day, when I moved my stuff
into the NYU dorm room next
to yours at Senior House. You
called us fast friends. I like to
think it was more. We lived on
nothing but the excitement of
finding ourselves through
music (you were obsessed with
Jeff Buckley), photography (I
couldn’t stop taking pictures of
you), hanging out in
Washington Square Park, and
all the weird things we did to
make money. I learned more
about myself that year than any
other. Yet, somehow, it all fell
apart. We lost touch the
summer after graduation when
I went to South America to
work for National Geographic.
When I came back, you were
gone. A part of me still
wonders if I pushed you too
hard after the wedding… I
didn’t see you again until a
month ago. It was a
Wednesday. You were rocking
back on your heels, balancing
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on that thick yellow line that
runs along the subway
platform, waiting for the F
train. I didn’t know it was you
until it was too late, and then
you were gone. Again. You said
my name; I saw it on your lips.
I tried to will the train to stop,
just so I could say hello. After
seeing you, all of the youthful
feelings and memories came
flooding back to me, and now
I’ve spent the better part of a
month wondering what your
life is like. I might be totally
out of my mind, but would you
like to get a drink with me and
catch up on the last decade and
a half? M
The Last Flight - Julie Clark
2020-06-23
THE INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES, USA TODAY
BESTSELLER, &
INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER! Look for The
Lies I Tell, the next novel from
Julie Clark, coming in June
2022! "The Last Flight is
thoroughly absorbing—not only
because of its tantalizing plot
and deft pacing, but also
because of its unexpected
poignancy and its satisfying, if
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

bittersweet, resolution. The
characters get under your
skin."—The New York Times
Book Review Two women. Two
flights. One last chance to
disappear. Claire Cook has a
perfect life. Married to the
scion of a political dynasty,
with a Manhattan townhouse
and a staff of ten, her
surroundings are elegant, her
days flawlessly choreographed,
and her future auspicious. But
behind closed doors, nothing is
quite as it seems. That perfect
husband has a temper that
burns bright and he's not above
using his staff to track Claire's
every move. What he doesn't
know is that Claire has worked
for months on a plan to vanish.
A plan that takes her to the
airport, poised to run from it
all. But a chance meeting in the
airport bar brings her together
with a woman whose
circumstances seem equally
dire. Together they make a
last-minute decision. The two
women switch tickets, with
Claire taking Eva's flight to
Oakland, and Eva traveling to
Puerto Rico as Claire. They
believe the swap will give each
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of them the head start they
need to begin again
somewhere far away. But when
the flight to Puerto Rico
crashes, Claire realizes it's no
longer a head start but a new
life. Cut off, out of options, with
the news of her death about to
explode in the media, Claire
will assume Eva's identity, and
along with it, the secrets Eva
fought so hard to keep hidden.
For fans of Lisa Jewell and Liv
Constantine, The Last Flight is
the story of two women—both
alone, both scared—and one
agonizing decision that will
change the trajectory of both of
their lives. Praise for The Last
Flight: "The Last Flight is a
wild ride: One part Strangers
on a Train, one part Breaking
Bad, with more twists than an
amusement park roller coaster!
Julie Clark is a devilishly
inventive storyteller." —Janelle
Brown, New York Times
bestselling author of Watch Me
Disappear and Pretty Things
"The Last Flight is everything
you want in a book: a gripping
story of suspense; haunting,
vulnerable characters; and a
chilling and surprising ending
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

that stays with you long after
the last page." —Aimee Molloy,
New York Times bestselling
author of The Perfect Mother
"The perfect combination of
beautiful prose and high
suspense, and an ending that I
guarantee will catch you off
guard." —Kimberly Belle,
internationally bestselling
author of Dear Wife and The
Marriage Lie "The Last Flight
sweeps you into a thrilling
story of two desperate women
who will do anything to escape
their lives. Both poignant and
addictive, you'll race through
the pages to the novel's chilling
end. A must read of the
summer!" —Kaira Rouda,
internationally bestselling
author of Best Day Ever and
The Favorite
The Stranger Inside - Lisa
Unger 2019-09-17
‘A touch of Jekyll and Hyde in
this story of murder,
vengeance and bonds of
friendship. Fine stuff’ Ian
Rankin
Whatever It Takes - Adele
Parks 2012-06-21
Whatever It Takes is an
emotionally powerful and
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unputdownable novel from
Adele Parks, author of the No.
1 Sunday Times bestseller, Just
My Luck. Don't miss Adele's
gripping new novel, the Sunday
Times bestseller Both of You,
out now! 'A RIVETING READ'
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
'BRILLIANTLY PACY' DAILY
MAIL What if love's not
enough? For Londoner Eloise
Hamilton, it is a momentous
day when she reluctantly
agrees to uproot to Dartmouth,
leaving behind her perfect
world so her husband can
return to his. At least her
mother-in-law Margaret will
welcome her with open arms,
and she can rely on best friend
Sara to be her lifeline to
London. But Eloise is thrust
into unexpected turmoil when
it's revealed that Margaret is
showing signs of dementia and
Sara's intense longing for a
family threatens to overwhelm
her. While she's dreaming up
extreme ways to help those she
loves, Eloise's world implodes
with the strain of being
responsible for all around her.
When a life-changing secret is
revealed, someone is bound to
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

be overlooked. And the damage
might be irreparable... Includes
a preview of The Stranger In
My Home, out now. What
readers are saying about
Whatever It Takes: 'One of the
best books I've read in a long
time. So many twists and turns,
but filled with so much love'
'Fantastically written and
incredibly entertaining to read.
There were parts that touched
me, and parts that absolutely
riled me but this was such a
treat'
The Stranger in the Mirror Liv Constantine 2021-07-06
A diabolically twisty,
psychologically unsettling
novel about a woman with no
recollection of her past, named
one of Suspense Magazine's
Best Books of the Year, from
the authors of the Reese
Witherspoon Book Club pick
The Last Mrs. Parrish and The
Wife Stalker. "Jaw-dropping
twists with an unsettling edge
that you’ll need a few days at
the beach to recover."
—Reese's Book Club Addison’s
about to get married, but she’s
not looking forward to the big
day. It’s not her fiancé; he’s a
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wonderful man. It’s because
Addison doesn't know who she
really is. A few years ago, a
kind driver found her bleeding
next to a New Jersey highway
and rescued her. While her
physical wounds healed,
Addison’s memory never
returned. She doesn’t know her
real name. Or how she ended
up injured on the side of a
road. Or why she can’t shake
the notion that she may have
done something very, very bad
. . . In a posh home in the
Boston suburbs, Julian tries to
figure out what happened to
his loving, caring wife,
Cassandra, who disappeared
without a trace two years ago.
She would never have left him
and their seven-year-old
daughter Valentina of her own
free will—or would she? As
these two lives intersect, The
Stranger in the Mirror hooks
readers with riveting drama,
told with Liv Constantine’s
hallmark blend of glamour,
tense psychological thrills, and
jaw-dropping twists.
Exile for Dreamers - Kathleen
Baldwin 2016-05-24
Exile for Dreamers is the
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

second captivating installment
in the Stranje House series for
young adults by award-winning
author Kathleen Baldwin. #1
New York Times bestselling
author Meg Cabot calls this
romantic Regency adventure
“completely original and totally
engrossing.” It’s 1814.
Napoleon has escaped his
imprisonment on Elba. Britain
is at war on four fronts. And at
Stranje House, a School for
Unusual Girls, five young ladies
are secretly being trained for a
world of spies, diplomacy, and
war.... Tess Aubreyson can’t
run far enough or fast enough
to escape the prophetic dreams
that haunt her. Dreams bring
nothing but death and grief,
and Tess refuses to accept that
any good can come from the
Sight—the curse that destroyed
her mother. But when danger
threatens Stranje House, Tess’s
disturbing dreams become the
only means of saving Lord
Ravencross, the man she loves,
and her fellow students. Tess’s
traitorous friend, a former
student at Stranje House, has
returned to England, intent on
paving the way for Napoleon’s
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invasion. Can the young ladies
of Stranje House prevail once
more? Or is England destined
to fall into the hands of the
power-mad dictator? Fans of
genre-blending, romance, and
action will love this second
installment of the Stranje
House series that began with A
School for Unusual Girls.
“Enticing from the first
sentence.” —New York Times
Book Review "This alternative
history series will appeal to
fans of Gail Carriger's works
and The Cecelia and Kate
novels by Patricia C. Wrede
and Caroline Stevermer."
—School Library Journal on A
School for Unusual Girls At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
No Exit - Taylor Adams
2019-01-15
“What a box of tricks! This fullthrottle thriller, dark and
driving, rivals Agatha Christie
for sheer ingenuity and James
Patterson for flat-out speed.
Swift, sharp, and relentless.” —
A. J. Finn, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

Woman in the Window A
brilliant, edgy thriller about
four strangers, a blizzard, a
kidnapped child, and a
determined young woman
desperate to unmask and
outwit a vicious psychopath. A
kidnapped little girl locked in a
stranger’s van. No help for
miles. What would you do? On
her way to Utah to see her
dying mother, college student
Darby Thorne gets caught in a
fierce blizzard in the mountains
of Colorado. With the roads
impassable, she’s forced to
wait out the storm at a remote
highway rest stop. Inside are
some vending machines, a
coffee maker, and four
complete strangers. Desperate
to find a signal to call home,
Darby goes back out into the
storm . . . and makes a
horrifying discovery. In the
back of the van parked next to
her car, a little girl is locked in
an animal crate. Who is the
child? Why has she been
taken? And how can Darby
save her? There is no cell
phone reception, no telephone,
and no way out. One of her
fellow travelers is a kidnapper.
9/29
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But which one? Trapped in an
increasingly dangerous
situation, with a child’s life and
her own on the line, Darby
must find a way to break the
girl out of the van and escape.
But who can she trust? With
exquisitely controlled pacing,
Taylor Adams diabolically
ratchets up the tension with
every page. Full of terrifying
twists and hairpin turns, No
Exit will have you on the edge
of your seat and leave you
breathless.
The Reunion - Kiersten
Modglin 2021-12-28
Hotel Lilith holds terrible
memories for Cait Du Bois. The
darkest night of her life
happened within its walls.
Once, she vowed never to
return to the place that
reminds her of the horror she
experienced. But when the
hotel is chosen as the location
for her high school reunion,
Cait finds herself unable to
resist the appeal of showing off
her new life to the people who
once made her existence
miserable. Cait is no stranger
to being noticed in public,
especially as a bestselling
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

author with an enthusiastic fan
base, but back at Hotel Lilith,
she was once recognized for a
completely different reason.
With all eyes on her as she
returns to the town she's spent
years running from, Cait finds
it increasingly difficult to
discern between her fans and
foes. Haunted by the memory
of a night that torments her,
she resolves to put the past
behind her and move on. No
one knows the truth about
what happened back then. At
least, that's what she's always
believed. Shortly after her
arrival, strange things begin to
occur. A mysterious package,
strange calls, and frightening
text messages seem to be just
the beginning of the nightmare
about to unfold. Someone is
determined to bring the truth
to light. If they succeed, the life
Cait has built based on secrets
could come crashing down
around her. And, if they want
her to pay for what she's done,
her lies may be the least of her
concerns. Someone's out for
blood.
The Other Woman - Sandie
Jones 2018-08-21
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THE REESE WITHERSPOON X
HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK
CLUB PICK AND NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER "One of
the most twisted and
entertaining plots."—Reese
Witherspoon "Whiplashinducing."—New York Times
Book Review "Such fun you'll
cheer [Emily's]
chutzpah."—PEOPLE "This
thriller will hit close to
home."—Refinery29 The most
twisty, addictive and gripping
debut thriller you'll read this
year. HE LOVES YOU: Adam
adores Emily. Emily thinks
Adam’s perfect, the man she
thought she’d never meet. BUT
SHE LOVES YOU NOT:
Lurking in the shadows is a
rival, a woman who shares a
deep bond with the man she
loves. AND SHE'LL STOP AT
NOTHING: Emily chose Adam,
but she didn’t choose his
mother Pammie. There’s
nothing a mother wouldn’t do
for her son, and now Emily is
about to find out just how far
Pammie will go to get what she
wants: Emily gone forever. The
Other Woman will have you
questioning her on every page,
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

in Sandie Jones' chilling
psychological suspense about a
man, his new girlfriend, and
the mother who will not let him
go.
Rapid Eye Movement - Amanda
Sheridan 2020-03-30
When Jennifer Scott and Lucy
Wilson were injured in
accidents near their respective
homes in Cyprus and England,
they had no inkling of the
connection that was formed
when their consciousnesses
collided and linked them
together within their
dreams.Both are ordinary
women. Living their lives. They
have never met. Yet when
Jennifer goes to sleep each
night, she finds herself
dreaming how Lucy came to be
the woman she is today. She
learns of the dream house Lucy
found in the Yorkshire Dales,
the two daughters she adores
and her happy, but ordinary,
life with her husband,
Charlie.When Lucy's head hits
the pillow, she is immediately
transported to Jennifer's world
in Cyprus. There she learns
how Jennifer met Ilan - the love
of her life - and she
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experiences the loneliness and
worry this relationship causes
Jennifer.Why is each woman
dreaming the other's life? Is it
real? What does it mean?More
importantly, if one of them
stops dreaming what will
happen to the other?
The Stranger in My Bed Karen King 2020-11-23
'We have a patient who has
been involved in a serious
accident. We believe he's your
husband.' When Freya first met
Phil, she thought he was the
man of her dreams. He bought
her roses every week, booked
surprise trips to sun-soaked
destinations, and showed her
affection like she'd never
experienced before. But over
time the dream has become a
violent nightmare. And now
Freya is packing her bags,
knowing it's time she escaped
their increasingly broken
marriage. But then Freya gets
a visit from the police. Phil's
been in a horrific car crash and
- as he comes around - it
becomes clear that he
remembers nothing since their
blissful honeymoon two years
before, back when their
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

relationship was perfect. All he
wants is to be happily married
again. Freya knows giving him
another chance could be
dangerous. But now he's the
one who needs her, it's a
chance to turn the tables, and
to change the outcome of their
relationship once and for all.
After all, he will only know
what she chooses to tell him...
But what really happened
during those two years of
marriage? And as they start
over again, who is safe? And
whose life is in danger? Fans of
The Girl on the Train, Behind
Closed Doors and Date Night,
who are looking for a dark,
gripping psychological
suspense novel, will love The
Stranger in My Bed. Readers
are loving The Stranger in My
Bed 'This book is twisty. Even
the twists have twists in them.'
NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars
'Just absolutely fantastic!...
Completely gripping and
unpredictable. The author
really pulls you into the story
and as the tension and
suspense builds it's just one of
those books you have to keep
reading... Completely
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unpredictable and I have loved
it. This is definitely one I
recommend. Without a doubt a
five star read for me.' Little
Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars
To Dream of White & Gold R. K. Hart 2020-08
You're Family Now - Jack
Stainton 2022-01-24
He only had to do one thing.
Love her family... Matt Walker
was a chancer; he'd spent his
entire profession chasing the
next job. His personal life took
on a similar mantra; a
succession of one-night stands
and brief relationships. Life
was slowly drifting him by.
Until one evening, in a hotel
bar, following a fortuitous
meeting with the quiet and
unassuming Julia. She knew of
an opportunity that would be
the perfect fit for Matt; one he
simply couldn't let go. Not only
did the subsequent interview
provide him his with dream job;
it would also be where he met
the love of his life. Matt and
Amelia spent each day working
hand-in-hand, and every
evening in premarital bliss.
Finally, Matt's life was taking
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

shape. Following years of
turmoil and heartbreak, the
future looked full of promise
and hope. And then Amelia
introduced him to her family...
Will you ever look at your inlaws in the same way again?
Untitled M - To Be Confirmed
Simon & Schuster UK
2022-10-27
The only way to secure her
dream is to marry a handsome
stranger . . . When Rose and
Jack meet, she has just lost her
uncle, and with him her dream
of owning a coffee shop. Rose
wanted nothing more than to
open a café in her uncle’s
building. But her uncle’s will is
clear – the building goes to
Rose’s husband. Not to her.
Then, his lawyer, Jack, offers
an unusual solution… she can
marry him. She’ll get the café
and he’ll get the building. For
some reason, Rose agrees. It
might be a marriage of
convenience but it’s anything
but simple. Despite it being his
idea, Jack is unbearably surly...
But then he does something
that shows Rose he might just
have a softer side. Maybe love
can start with a contract… but
13/29
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will Rose still feel that way
when she learns the full terms
of their deal?
The Fairytale Killer - Bourne
2020-11-02
A gripping new standalone,
female protagonist mystery
novel by USA Today Bestselling
Author Lena Bourne. The worst
serial killer since Jack the
Ripper ravages the city of
Berlin. Killing young women
and arranging them as
princesses from beloved
fairytales. Leaving behind no
clues, only broken dreams. US
Military Special Investigator
Mark Novak and his
international journalist
girlfriend Eva Lah assist the
German authorities in catching
him. But all their skill, intuition
and cunning might not prevent
another princess from dying a
gruesome death. The monster
they're hunting is cold-blooded
and clever. And always one
step ahead. The Fairytale Killer
is a standalone mystery, thriller
and suspense novel and the
prequel to the new private
investigator mystery suspense
series-E&M Investigations. If
you enjoy serial killer mystery
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

books with twist endings, you
don't want to miss this one!
Dreaming of a Stranger Sheila O'Flanagan 2017-12-05
DREAMING OF A STRANGER
by Sheila O'Flanagan - a
bestselling novel about taking
destiny into your own hands. If
you enjoy the novels of Emily
Bleeker and Jamie Beck, you'll
love DREAMING OF A
STRANGER. When Jane
O'Sullivan meets blue-eyed
Rory McLoughlin, she knows
that he is who she's been
waiting for. All she's ever
dreamed of is falling in love
and getting married, but until
Rory no one has come close to
the ideal man she imagined.
And when Jane walks up the
aisle to marry Rory, she
believes all her dreams have
come true. What Jane doesn't
know is that she's not going to
get the happy ending she
expects. Dreams are not always
what they seem...
The Heart Keeper - Alex Dahl
2019-07-16
Critically acclaimed author
Alex Dahl explores how love
can turn darkly sinister when a
desperate mother looks to
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reconnect with her lost
daughter in this riveting
Norwegian set psychological
suspense novel. Two mothers.
Two daughters. One heart.
When Alison's beloved
daughter Amalie drowns, her
world turns impenetrably dark.
Alison tries to hold it together
throughout the bleak Fall, but
in the darkest days of the
Norwegian Winter she
completely falls apart. In
another family, Amalie's
passing is a new beginning.
After years of severe health
problems, young Kaia receives
a new heart on the morning
after Amalie drowns. Her
mother Iselin has struggled to
raise Kaia on her own and now
things are finally looking up.
She's even made an affluent
new friend who's taken a
special interest in her and her
daughter. Alison knows she
shouldn't interfere, but really,
she's just trying to help Iselin
and Kaia. She can give them
the life they never had, and by
staying close to them, she can
still be with her daughter. Kaia
is just like her, and surely,
something of Amalie must live
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

on in her. As her grief
transforms into a terrifying
obsession, Alison won't let
anything stop her from getting
back what she has lost.
The Dream Job - Kiersten
Modglin 2020-05-02
Autumn Sanderson goes by
Lark now. No one in her new
life can know who she was. No
one from her old life can know
where she is now. Drowning in
debt, Lark is desperate to land
a job. When she finds herself at
an interview for a mysterious
company offering her an
exorbitant salary, she jumps at
the chance. But things aren't
quite what they seem... She
soon learns of the company's
peculiar hiring process. Locked
in a luxury cabin with five
strangers who go only by their
code names, Lark begins to
question exactly what it is she
signed up for. The company,
riddled with secrets and led by
a cryptic boss known only as
Mr. X, has strange rules and
even stranger challenges for
their candidates. After each
day's competition, the
candidates gather around the
dinner table to eat, drink, and
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spill their darkest secrets.
When Lark sees something she
shouldn't, she begins to ask
questions, but soon gets a
warning to stop. It's obvious
she's in danger, but why? What
does the company want? How
much can she trust the others
in the house? Trapped in the
remote cabin with no
technology allowed, Lark
realizes she must take drastic
measures to find out the truth.
The job of her dreams may cost
her life...
The Mother-in-Law - Kiersten
Modglin 2020-02-29
There's something strange
about Loren's new mother-inlaw... When Loren meets Jack,
she's sure he's the man she's
been waiting for-a perfect
husband and a father for her
young daughter. Shortly after
their wedding, their plans to
start a life together are put on
hold when the couple receives
word that Jack's father has
died. In an effort to appease
her new husband, Loren invites
her mother-in-law, Coralee, to
stay with them while she
grieves. When strange things
begin to occur just after her
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

arrival, Loren questions how
much she knows about the
woman she invited into her
home. One calculated move
after the next, Coralee
attempts to drive a wedge
between Loren and her new
husband. Jack believes his
mother's strange behavior is
just further proof she needs
their help, but Loren isn't so
sure. As Coralee's actions
become increasingly sinister,
Loren is pushed to her
breaking point and she realizes
she must do whatever it takes
to get rid of her mother-in-law
for good. What she doesn't
know about her new family
could kill her...
The Disappearing Act Catherine Steadman
2022-06-07
From the New York Times
bestselling author of
Something in the Water and
Mr. Nobody comes “an
unputdownable mystery about
the nightmares that abound in
the pursuit of Hollywood
dreams” (Caroline Kepnes,
author of the You series).
“Stylish, riveting, hugely
atmospheric—I couldn’t put it
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down.”—Lucy Foley, author of
The Guest List A woman has
gone missing. But did she ever
really exist? A leading British
actress hoping to make a
splash in America flies to Los
Angeles for the grueling
gauntlet known as pilot season,
a time when every network and
film studio looking to fill the
rosters of their new shows
entice a fresh batch of young
hopefuls—anxious, desperate,
and willing to do whatever it
takes to make it. Instead, Mia
Eliot, a fish out of water in the
ruthlessly competitive and
faceless world of back-to-back
auditioning, discovers the
sinister side of Hollywood
when she becomes the last
person to see Emily, a
newfound friend. Standing out
in a conveyor-belt world of
fellow aspiring stars, Emily
mysteriously disappears
following an audition, after
asking Mia to do a simple
favor. But nothing is simple.
Nothing is as is seems. And
nothing prepares Mia for a
startling truth: In a city where
dreams really do come true,
nightmares can follow.
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

The First Mistake - Sandie
Jones 2019-06-11
From the New York Times
bestselling author of the Hello
Sunshine Book Club pick The
Other Woman, comes an
addictively readable new
domestic suspense about a
wife, her husband, and the
woman who is supposedly her
best friend. THE WIFE: For
Alice, life has never been
better. With her second
husband, she has a successful
business, two children, and a
beautiful house. HER
HUSBAND: Alice knows that
life could have been different if
her first husband had lived, but
Nathan’s arrival into her life
gave her back the happiness
she craved. HER BEST
FRIEND: Through the ups and
downs of life, from celebratory
nights out to comforting each
other through loss, Alice knows
that with her best friend Beth
by her side, they can survive
anything together. So when
Nathan starts acting strangely,
Alice turns to Beth for help.
But soon, Alice begins to
wonder whether her trust has
been misplaced . . . The first
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mistake could be her last.
Praise for The Other Woman:
"One of the most twisted and
entertaining plots."—Reese
Witherspoon "A perfect beach
read."—Kristin Hannah
"Whiplash-inducing."—New
York Times Book Review "Such
fun you'll cheer [Emily's]
chutzpah."—PEOPLE "This
thriller will hit close to
home."—Refinery29
Asking for It - Lilah Pace
2015
Graduate student Vivienne
Charles is afraid and ashamed
of her own fantasies: being
taken by force by a man who
will claim her completely.
When the mysterious Jonah
Marks learns her secret, he
makes a stunning offer: they
will remain near-strangers and
meet in secret so that he can
fulfil her fantasies. Their
arrangement is twisted. The
sex is incredible. And soon
their emotions are bound
together as tightly as the rope
around Vivienne's wrists. But
the secrets in their pasts
threaten to take their
arrangement down an even
darker path.
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

The Kiss of Deception - Mary
E. Pearson 2014-07-08
A debut entry in a new trilogy
by the author of the Jenna Fox
Chronicles introduces Princess
Lia, who flees an unwanted
marriage and expectations
about her supernatural legacy
only to be pursued by her jilted
fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
Books - 1987
Branded - Joseph T. Humphrey
2021-11-16
Henry Murphy’s parents never
told him he was from another
realm. They couldn’t, because
they have become as unaware
as Henry. Everything was
forgotten—memories siphoned
away by the dark force that
stalked them. For the last
seventeen years, Henry has
been living a lie. All those
years of hiding have been
compromised. Henry’s parents
fled as refugees after stealing
the location of the furnace—a
source of power that would
have allowed the Nekura
uncontested rule over all life.
But with their memories
silenced, the Nekura have
closed in on them unnoticed.
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The first warning was the
screaming girl. After she broke
into Henry’s high school
classroom and screamed for
him to run, she was hauled
away and disappeared. The
only friend Henry finds to help
him is Charley, a strong-willed
orphan girl with a fractured
past. Henry is thrust into a
reality he never knew existed
and must fight against sinister
creatures he cannot touch for
reasons he doesn’t understand.
What he doesn’t know can still
hurt him, and it is hunting him
down. Their only hope is the
Light—a legendary force that
bestows intangible power for
those connected to it. Henry
must uncover the shrouded
memory of his family’s past and
race to find the furnace before
the Nekura tear his family
apart and destroy both worlds
in the process. Henry will learn
the heartache of the forgotten,
the joy of the reclaimed,
strength beyond himself, and
the unbreakable ties that bind
family together.
When He's Not Here - Carrie
Magillen 2020-07-10
'A proper mind-blowing pagedreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

turner' - ELIZABETH HAYNES
Eva can save herself and her
unborn child … by shooting the
love of her life. Could you? Will
she? It’s time to find out.
Audiobook narrated by the star
of stage and screen EMILIA
FOX. Eva has made a
catastrophic mistake. Her
career is in tatters. By day,
she's tormented by tremors,
nosebleeds and blackouts. By
night, her violent dreams leave
her shaken. They should. They
hold a devastating secret. The
truth is more terrifying than
her nightmares. Confronting it
demands an unthinkable
choice. Eva would kill for a
baby. Now she may have to.
She has six seconds. Pick ONE:
Your HUSBAND? Or your
CHILD? What readers are
saying about WHEN HE'S NOT
HERE: “Just when you think
you've got it all figured
out...wow! I totally didn't see
that coming. A fantastic debut
novel, I can't wait for the next
one!” ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Utterly
enthralling! One of the best
suspense/thriller books I have
ever listened to. Probably
Emilia Fox's best narration!”
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⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Fantastic Story! Loved
this book. Such an original idea
and so well written. Strong
interesting characters weaved
so well into the story. It’s also
very well narrated and I can’t
wait for the next book by this
author. A fantastic debut
novel!” ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ “Grabbed me
around the throat from the
very first killer sentence and
continued to grip me all the
way to its immensely satisfying
ending.” ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ The gripping
DEBUT psychological thriller of
2020 with a jaw-dropping twist.
For fans of Behind Her Eyes,
Before I Go To Sleep and Gone
Girl.
Stranger Care - Sarah Sentilles
2021-05-04
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’
CHOICE • “A powerful,
heartbreaking, necessary
masterpiece.”—Cheryl Strayed,
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of Wild The moving
story of what one woman
learned from fostering a
newborn—about injustice,
about making mistakes, about
how to better love and protect
people beyond our immediate
kin May you always feel at
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

home. After their decision not
to have a biological child,
Sarah Sentilles and her
husband, Eric, decide to adopt
via the foster care system.
Despite knowing that the
system’s goal is the child’s
reunification with the birth
family, Sarah opens their home
to a flurry of social workers
who question them, evaluate
them, and ultimately prepare
them to welcome a child into
their lives—even if it means
most likely having to give the
child back. After years of starts
and stops, and endless
navigation of the complexities
and injustices of the foster care
system, a phone call finally
comes: a three-day-old baby
girl named Coco, in immediate
need of a foster family. Sarah
and Eric bring this newborn
stranger home. “You were
never ours,” Sarah tells Coco,
“yet we belong to each other.”
A love letter to Coco and to the
countless children like her,
Stranger Care chronicles
Sarah’s discovery of what it
means to mother—in this case,
not just a vulnerable infant but
the birth mother who loves her,
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too. Ultimately, Coco’s story
reminds us that we depend on
family, and that family can take
different forms. With prose that
Nick Flynn has called “fearless,
stirring, rhythmic,” Sentilles
lays bare an intimate, powerful
story with universal concerns:
How can we care for and
protect one another? How do
we ensure a more hopeful
future for life on this planet?
And if we’re all related—tree,
bird, star, person—how might
we better live?
One Small Act of Kindness Lucy Dillon 2015-04-23
What can you do to make the
world a better place? Libby and
her husband Jason have moved
back to his hometown to turn
the family B&B into a boutique
hotel. They have left London
behind and all the memories good and bad - that went with
it. The injured woman Libby
finds lying in the remote
country road has lost her
memory. She doesn't know why
she came to be there, and no
one seems to be looking for
her. When Libby offers to take
her in, this one small act of
kindness sets in motion a chain
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

of events that will change many
people's lives . . . 'A beautifully
written story about friendship,
trust and love. I adored it.' Milly Johnson A perfect
summer read for fans of Jojo
Moyes and Katie Fforde.
This Heart of Mine - C. C.
Hunter 2018-02-27
From the "New York Times"bestselling author of "Taken at
Dusk" comesa haunting,
poignant tale about living and
dying, surviving grief, guilt,
andheartache, while
discovering love and hope in
the midst of sadness.
Mr. Mayfair - Louise Bay
2021-01-14
It should be the most shocking
news I’d ever gotten—My
boyfriend is getting married.
Okay, technically he’s my exboyfriend. Two months ago he
decided he wanted a break. I
still thought he was my happily
ever after. On any other day,
knowing he was gone for good
would be the worst thing that
could possibly happen. But not
today. Because not only is my
boyfriend getting married—his
bride is my best friend.And
they’ve sent me an invitation.
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There’s no way I’m going to
attend. I don’t care if it’s in
beautiful Scotland. Nothing
and no one could convince me.
Not even when a deliciously
handsome stranger tells me he
needs to go as my plus one.
Not even when he shoots me a
wickedly, sexy smile. But then
he offers me the opportunity of
a lifetime—a dream come true.
How can I say no? But I have
one condition. He has to be my
new boyfriend. I mean, my
pretend new boyfriend. I'm
about to find out that faking it
can be a whole lot of fun. Mr.
Mayfair is a standalone book in
the Mister world. For Dexter
and Hollie's story - read Mr.
Knightsbridge For Gabriel and
Autumn's story - read Mr.
Smithfield For Joshua and
Hartford's story - read Mr.
Park Lane What others are
saying about Louise Bay: “A
fabulous, smouldering love
story” Katy Evans, NYT
bestselling author "Insanely
hot passion, and deliciously
naughty and sweet characters.
I devoured every page!" -New
York Times Bestselling Author
Lisa Renee Jones "Delivers
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

both swoon-worthy and
wickedly seductive moments
that will have you desperate for
more." -New York Times
Bestselling Author Lisa Renee
Jones “This book is deliciously
HOT. I loved reading it.” Layla
Hagen, USA Today bestselling
Author "Off the charts sexual
tension and chemistry...I
ravished every page!" -Audrey
Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling
Author “A swoony hero with a
British accent and a heroine
you will root for. Don’t miss
this!” Jana Aston, NYT
Bestselling Author "Hot sex,
great banter, a cocky British
boss and one of my favorite
heroines to date. This book is a
must-read and one of my
favorite romances this year!" LJ
Shen, USA Today Bestselling
Author “Everything that a
romance junkie could ever
want in a contemporary
romance. Once you start, there
is not setting this sucker down.
An absolute PAGE-TURNER.”
Shayna’s Spicy Reads
“Alexander and Violet stole my
heart! Their chemistry rolls of
the page. Seeing the broody
and incredibly hot Brit falling
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for Violet made me swoon. If
you love hot and romantic
reads, then The British Knight
is a MUST read.” Layla Hagen,
USA Today Bestselling Author
“A funny, hot, and expertly
crafted romance that was a joy
to read.” Guilty Pleasures Book
Reviews “I loved every page.
Red hot scenes, tender
moments and the usual roller
coaster of emotions Louise
loves to instil in her works, that
makes her books so
exhilarating to read. A perfect
5 star read.” Two Girls and
Their Kindle “A hilariously
funny and heart wrenching
story that will pull at your
heartstrings.” Who Gives a
Hoot Reviews “Beautifully
written with the perfect
balance of sugar and spice!
Five beautiful stars!” Expresso
Reviews “Like a really good
rom-com movie except with
really hot sex thrown in.” Kitty
Kats Crazy about Books “A
brilliant read. Full of angst,
with bites of humor and lots of
steam, it also has a real
sweetness about it. Another
MUST READ from a really
talented storyteller.” Perusing
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

Princesses “An amazing love
story.” She’s a Lip Biter
"Friends to lovers is a favorite
trope of mine and this is right
up there with the best of
them." Tanja, KT Book Reviews
"Just when I think her books
can't get any better, she writes
another one and it outshines
the previous ones. This is a
sweet and sexy, friends-tolovers contemporary romance
with all the feels -heartwarming, breathtaking,
and sexy all rolled into one
interesting and intriguing plot."
Tracey, Goodreads reviewer "If
you love a good friends to
lovers with a side helping of
slow burn, this book is for you.
Don't hesitate, grab it with
both hands. Noah and Truly
will steal your heart and you
will let them gladly." Unbound
Book Reviews ***** Topics:
adult romance books, alpha,
alpha hero, alpha male,
American romance, British
romance, beach reads, best
romance, best seller series,
books love stories, captivating
romance, contemporary,
contemporary adult romance,
contemporary crush, friends to
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lovers, friends to lovers
romance, contemporary
romance, contemporary
romance books, contemporary
romance fiction, fiction for
women, happily ever after,
heart-warming, duke royalty,
heartwarming, hot, hot guy,
hot romance, laugh romance,
literary fiction, romance box
set, romance box sets, romance
boxed set, romance boxed sets,
literary romance, literature and
fiction, love, love books, love
story, modern romance, money,
new adult, new adult romance,
romance, rich, romance,
romance and drama books,
romance best seller, romance
books, romance contemporary,
romance fiction books,
romance free, romance love,
romance marriage, romance
novels for women, romance
novels free, sassy, sassy
heroine, seduction, seduction
romance, sensual, sensual
romance, serial, series, sexy
book, sexy novel, hot romance,
modern romance, urban
romance, wealthy, CEO
romance, office romance, city
romance, sensual romance,
something hot to read, sensual
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

romance, edgy romance, sexy
romance, something hot to
read, sparks, steamy, steamy
romance, steamy romance
novel, stories, story, strong
alpha, female, stories, sensual,
sensual romance, alpha male,
dominant male, hot guy, racy,
strong female lead, strong
heroine, swoon, usa today, usa
today bestseller, kindle book,
contemporary romance, new
adult, british hero, sexy british
hero, american heroine, sassy
american heroine, duke,
knight, royal, royalty, royals,
wealthy hero, wealthy heroes,
sassy, captivating romance,
hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, office
romance, fake fiance, enemies
to lovers, billionaire, billionaire
romance, holiday, holiday
romance, London, scotland,
Manhattan, park avenue,
british, earl, knightsbridge,
mayfair, series, boxset,
romance boxset, contemporary
romance, contemporary
romance box set, contemporary
romance series, royals series,
royals box set, series boxset,
bestselling series, royal
romance, duke romance, King,
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duke, earl, prince, knight, New
York, International, Billionaire,
millionaire, geek to gorgeous.
Perfect for the fans of Vi
Keeland, Corinne Michaels,
Kendall Ryan, Tijan, Piper
Rayne, Lexy Timms, Josie
Silver, Robyn Carr, Beth
O’leary, Natasha Madison,
Laurelin Paige, Kate Aster, Elle
Kennedy, Kennedy Fox, Layla
Hagen, Helen Hardt, Meredith
Wild, J.S. Scott, Nana Malone,
T.L. Swan, Carrie Ann Ryan,
Julia Quinn, LJ Shen, Layla
Hagen, Penelope Ward, Kristen
Proby, Tijan, Ilsa MaddenMills, Emma Chase, Melanie
Harlow, Carly Phillips, Emily
Henry, Christina Lauren, and
Lauren Blakely
Here and Again - Nicole R.
Dickson 2014-06-03
Deep in the Shenandoah
Valley, the present and the
past are as restless as the river
mists. And when they collide,
the heart is the only compass
pointing home. For nurse
Ginger Martin, her late
husband’s farm is both a
treasured legacy and the
harbinger of an uncertain
future. Since he was recently
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

killed in Iraq, every day is
fraught with grief that won’t
abate. Keeping the farm going
and nourishing her children’s
hopes without him seems as
impossible as having dreams
for the future—or going back
into the past.... By a curious
coincidence, a stranger
appears in Ginger’s life, always
showing up to help in
unexpected and much-needed
ways. He says he’s a soldier,
lost and trying to make his way
home, but Ginger understands
that Samuel is a kindred spirit,
longing to repair a life
interrupted. The challenges of
their hopes and longings will
test who they really are in the
most heartbreaking of ways.
And only by coming to terms
with their losses and the
necessity of change will Ginger
and Samuel be able to each
make a future of their
own—and discover at last
where their true home lies....
The Boy at the Door - Alex
Dahl 2018-05-01
A brilliant, twisty psychological
thriller that will keep you
hooked. 'Unsettling, layered,
bold, unpredictable, dark.
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EXCELLENT' Will Dean, author
of Dark Pines. 'Grips like a vice
... REMARKABLE' Crime Time.
Everyone has secrets. Even
those who seem to be perfect...
On a rainy October evening,
Cecilia Wilborg – loving wife,
devoted mother, tennis club
regular – is waiting for her kids
to finish their swimming
lesson. It's been a long day.
She can almost taste the crisp,
cold glass of Chablis she'll pour
for herself once the girls are
tucked up in bed. But what
Cecilia doesn't know, is that
this is the last time life will feel
normal. Tonight she'll be asked
to drop a little boy home; a
simple favour that will threaten
to expose her deepest, darkest
secret... 'STUNNING ...
Intricate and twisted with dark
secrets emerging at every turn'
ALEXANDRA BURT, author of
Sunday Times bestseller Little
Girl Gone. 'Heartbreaking and
HEAD-SPINNING' MARY
TORJUSSEN, author of Gone
Without a Trace.
The New Girl: A Totally
Addictive Psychological
Thriller with a Heartstopping Twist - Ruth Heald
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

2022-01-25
Behind her dream life hides the
perfect nightmare. I couldn't
believe it when I got the call to
offer me my dream job. It was
right in the heart of the city
with a flat provided. I jumped
at the chance and within weeks
I had made new friends and
started to date a wonderful
man. For the first time in
years, I felt safe. It's a world
away from the life I ran from...
But soon strange things begin
to happen in my flat: odd
noises in the night, the feeling
that I'm being watched. When I
discover an old dress hidden
behind my wardrobe and wear
it to work, the atmosphere
chills instantly. The dress
belonged to a girl my boss
would rather forget. The girl
before me who vanished
without a trace. I tell myself
not to worry; that I'm just
imagining things. But when a
young woman arrives on my
doorstep, she warns me to
leave my new life behind. She
tells me there are more girls
like me and we are more
connected than I could have
ever imagined. Then I come
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face to face with the reason I
ran all those years ago and it
soon becomes clear: someone
knows my secret. And they will
do anything to keep me silent.
A totally gripping,
unputdownable and twisty
psychological thriller perfect
for fans of The Girl on the
Train, Gone Girl and You.
Readers are hooked on The
New Girl: 'Wow!!! Wow!!!!
Wow!!! This book is a total
page turner and will keep you
guessing with every page.
Halfway through I thought I
had it figured out and then
BAM! The ending floored me...
I just loved this book.'
Netgalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'Another brilliant book from
Ruth Heald. The plot was
thrilling, tense and gripping
and I couldn't stop reading
until I reached the shocking
ending. The twists and turns
were fantastic.' Goodreads
reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'I think this is
the quickest I've read a book in
a long while. I loved this! I was
hooked from the start and
couldn't stop reading.'
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'The first word that comes to
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

mind is, wow!... Fantastic,
addictive, with a sense of
danger at every turn!' Carla
Kovach Readers love Ruth
Heald: 'Oh my goodness, what
a brilliant read from beginning
to the end, it just had me on
the edge of my seat all the way
and couldn't stop reading...
Brilliantly addictive, I can't
stop thinking about it.'
NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'TWIST AFTER TWIST AFTER
TWIST AFTER TWIST!' The
Blonde Likes Books
Imaginary Friend - Stephen
Chbosky 2019-10-01
Instant New York Times
Bestseller One of Fall 2019's
Best Books (People, EW,
Lithub, Vox, Washington Post,
and more) A young boy is
haunted by a voice in his head
in this acclaimed epic of
literary horror from the author
of The Perks of Being a
Wallflower. Christopher is
seven years old. Christopher is
the new kid in town.
Christopher has an imaginary
friend. We can swallow our
fear or let our fear swallow us.
Single mother Kate Reese is on
the run. Determined to improve
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life for her and her son,
Christopher, she flees an
abusive relationship in the
middle of the night with her
child. Together, they find
themselves drawn to the tightknit community of Mill Grove,
Pennsylvania. It's as far off the
beaten track as they can get.
Just one highway in, one
highway out. At first, it seems
like the perfect place to finally
settle down. Then Christopher
vanishes. For six long days, no
one can find him. Until
Christopher emerges from the
woods at the edge of town,
unharmed but not unchanged.
He returns with a voice in his
head only he can hear, with a
mission only he can complete:
Build a treehouse in the woods
by Christmas, or his mother
and everyone in the town will
never be the same again.
Twenty years ago, Stephen
Chbosky's The Perks of Being a
Wallflower made readers
everywhere feel infinite. Now,
Chbosky has returned with an
epic work of literary horror,
years in the making, whose
grand scale and rich emotion
redefine the genre. Read it
dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

with the lights on.
The Taste of Air - Gail Cleare
2016-09-22
A simple phone call disrupts
Nell Williams’s well-ordered
life. Her mother, Mary, is in a
hospital in Vermont. But her
mother is supposed to be safely
tucked away in an assistedliving facility in Massachusetts,
so Nell can’t fathom why she
would be so far from home.
After notifying her sister,
Bridget, Nell hops on a plane
and rushes to her mother’s
side. There, she discovers that
her mother has been living a
second life. Mary has another
home and a set of complex
relationships with people her
daughters have never met.
When Nell and Bridget delve
deeper into their mother’s
lakeside hideaway, they
uncover a vault of family
secrets and the gateway to
change for all three women.
Dead Wind - Tessa Wegert
2022-03-01
Senior Investigator Shana
Merchant must dredge up dark
secrets and old grudges if she's
to solve the murder of a
prominent local citizen in the
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Thousand Islands community
she now calls home. "Wegert
nicely balances plot and
characterization. Fans of
Denise Mina’s Alex Morrow
will be pleased" - Publishers
Weekly Starred Review The
body is discovered on Wolfe
Island, under the shadow of an
enormous wind turbine. Senior
Investigator Shana Merchant,
arriving on the scene with
fellow investigator Tim
Wellington, can't shake the
feeling that she knows the
victim - and the subsequent
identification sends
shockwaves through their
community in the Thousand
Islands of Upstate New York.

dreaming-of-a-stranger-an-unputdownable-novel-of-h

Politics, power, passion . . .
there are dark undercurrents
in Shana's new home, and
finding the killer means
dredging up her new friends
and neighbors' old grudges and
long-kept secrets. That is, if the
killer is from the community at
all. For Shana's keeping a
terrible secret of her own:
eighteen months ago she
escaped from serial killer Blake
Bram's clutches. But has he
followed her . . . to kill again?
The Shana Merchant novels are
a brilliant blend of chilling
psychological thriller and
gripping police procedural, set
in an atmospheric island
community with a small-town
vibe.
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